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How can i achieve my target? Thanks for help. A: I think this is what you are looking for: def
join_words(text): text = text.lower().split() return [''.join(word) for word in text] #test print

join_words("Anda perlu peduli koneksi data doa"); Output: ['ana', 'ada', 'perlu', 'doa', 'dari'] Edit: I
realize now what is meant by 'brute force' search. My method is designed so that you can generate a
list of words you want to include and the algorithm will generate the rest. You can simply adjust the
number of words in the list to see what it does. For example, you can try the following to list 1000

words: def join_words(text): words = [] #Only add english words if 'english' in text: for word in
text.split(' '): if len(word) > 2: words.append(word) #Generate the rest of the words for word in words:
if word.lower() in text.lower(): for letter in word: if letter in ['a', 'e', 'i', 'o', 'u']: for letter2 in ['an', 'an',

'an', 'an', 'an', 'an', 'an', 'an', 'an', 'an', 'an', 'an', 'an']: for letter3 in ['ana', 'ana', 'ana', 'ana', 'ana',
'ana', 'ana', 'ana', 'ana', 'ana', 'ana', 'ana', 'ana']:
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A: In terms of the setting of the levels, you can search for how a PDF for a book or a ebook is set out.
For example, this one (at the bottom) has a nice example of how levels are set out by chapter. Q:

D3.js Dost Interesting Colors? For my visualization project, I use D3.js. I need to set the colors for my
tree nodes. The problem is, when I look for some good colors, I got first 2 nice colors (green and blue)

and they don't really fit in my project. Can someone tell me another good colors, also for colorblind
people? Thank you all. A: I got two good colors myself. 1 - Blue and Grey: We can look for grey scale.

Blue scale: Grey scale: 2 - White and Black (for all the site): I also use monochrome colors because are
the most "visually balanced". Monochrome: I put the images here: A: Well, here is something, first in a

way to make something like you: You can get the data from some JSON file like this: [ {id:"1",
value:64, color:"#77d0ec", width:"100", label:"Job: Administrative Assistant"}, {id:"2", value:34,
color:"#77d0ec", width:"100", label:"Job: Project Manager"}, {id:"3", value:24, color:"#77d0ec",

width:"100", label:"Job: Secretary"}, ... ] And with the code: // ----- color.js ----- var color =
d3.scale.ordinal() .range(['#77d0ec', '
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